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the author of the book, marie louise gedeon, admitted that she had first heard about bathory while
working on her novel femme du diable, and that bathory had inspired it. both books share the
concept of a woman who is physically beautiful, though she also happens to be a vampire, and while
femme du diable is set in the 18th century, blood queen is modernized into the present day. the first
book, femme du diable, was published in 2009 and is available on amazon as a kindle e-book
(gedeon 2013). we were just fortunate enough to get a copy of the first issue of blood queen, and
we were very impressed by how much has already been written about the countess. there is even a
movie in the works, which is based on the novel the bathorys by alessandro baricco. the movie is
currently in post-production and is slated for 2018. for more information, check out the movie page
on imdb. theres a lot of vampire lore out there, and there are tons of different types of vampires
(raimi 2014). not to mention the fact that many countries have vampire hunters and vampire
hunters, and all of this has made it easy to pigeonhole authors into one kind of vampire. this isnt
true of blood queen, as we take an entire genre and mix it up. there are werewolves and witches
and demons and were-slaves and police officers and thieves, all with varying degrees of success. we
hope you enjoy it! its been over a decade since my last cover for dynamite and i jumped at the
chance to come back and do something different. i love the vibe of this project and the fact that the
team was able to do so much with the concept. i love working with troy, seeing a project he wrote
come to life and being able to bring his vision to life. i feel as if blood queen is going to be a dark
fantasy that is very dark, very adult, and pretty damn cool!
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